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Abstract - In UWB Radar RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) is a big challenge due to wideband operational nature of the 
radar. This RFI adversely affects the target detection and resolution capabilities of any radar. RFI can have various sources 
like wireless communication links, jammer or any known and unknown sources. If the radar target return signal gets 
corrupted with it then it’s very difficult to extract information about the nature of the target from it or even the presence of 
target itself. This paper proposes ways to suppress RFI through data processing method which effectively acts as a band 
rejection filter. Two methods of RFI suppression scheme are simulated and results for these methods are discussed and Key 
features are quantified and compared in terms of quality of performance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The UWB Radar operates at a very high bandwidth 
which is more than 25% of the centre frequency to 
meet range resolution requirements. Since these high 
bandwidth radar uses the same radio & microwave 
bands which are used by various communication 
signals and other wireless sources links, there are 
chances of interference of radar echo signal from 
those sources. Radar receiver is sensitive equipment & 
it is built to sense very weak signals which are 
backscattered from targets with very low RCS present 
at long ranges. Communication system transmitters 
are much more powerful and are sufficient to saturate 
the radar receiver. This disables radar capability to 
resolves the targets. Another source of RFI is a 
jammer which intentionally transmits high power & 
bandwidth signals to saturate the radar receiver. In 
order to achieve normal working of radar, RFI 
suppression is an important issue to be taken care of. 
This paper proposes two methods to suppress RFI for 
UWB-Radar which is based on data processing       
(Virtual Filtering). There are RF suppression methods 
which use techniques like RF filtering[1] or LMS 
Adaptive filtering [2] [3] etc. Here instead of using a 
single wideband signal a group of narrowband chirps 
(Stepped LFM/chirps) [5] are used centred at different 
carrier frequencies which are transmitted separately 
and the response corresponding to them are stored 
separately after digital conversion. This data is 
manipulated further through two different independent 
ways to get the desired RFI suppression. 
 
II. RFI SUPPRESSION USING : MATCHED 
FILTERING OF NARROWBAND STEP CHIRP 
RESPONSE INTEGRATED IN TIME AND 
FREQUENCY “ METHOD 1” 
A. The method 
This method uses several narrowband chirps instead 
of one wideband chirp to obtain the desired resolution. 

These narrowband chirps are centred at different 
frequencies and hence the return signal contains 
information about nature of targets corresponding to 
different frequencies. Any radio interference is likely 
to corrupt few of these narrowband chirps not all of 
them. Hence, with the help of an RFI detector, the 
presence of powerful interferences along with their 
spectral nature in the radar target response signal can 
be identified. These can be compared with the 
tolerable threshold level, if they exceed that level then 
the sampled data corresponding to that narrowband 
chirp is set to null before proceeding to time and 
frequency domain integration of these narrowband 
chirps into wideband. 

 
Figure 1: “Method 1” Block diagram 
 
B. Simulation 
The following simulation expresses “method 1”. The 
key parameters are been mention in the table below. 

Simulation Parameters Value 

Narrowband chirp segment bandwidth 10MHz 

݀݁ݐݐ݅݉ݏ݊ܽݎݐ )  ߬  ℎ) 10 μsݐ݀݅ݓ ݁ݏ݈ݑ 

No of chirp segments 15 

No of point targets 10 

Distance between successive targets 2.8 m 

RFI amplitude 40 dB 

RFI bandwidth ≈ 10 MHz 
Table 1: Parameters for simulation of method 1. 
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Figure 2 displays the wideband equivalent of 
reference and response chirp waveform formed at data 
processing level using 15 narrowband chirps. Out of 
which in received waveform a high amplitude 
interference can be seen which is around 40 dB from 
the usual spectrum for the target response. The SRRP 
output obtained from matched filtering of reference 
and response can be seen at Figure.4 plotted in red. It 
can be clearly seen that nothing is getting resolved and 
the nature and number of targets can’t be determined 
because of RFI. 
Figure.3 shows the “method 1” virtual filtering. This 
filter is able to create band rejection of the spectral 
region where RFI existed. It can be seen that this 
virtual filter is able to suppress introduced RFI to -50 
dB and is able to eliminate the interference 
completely. In Figure 4 the SRRP output obtained 
using matched filtering after RFI suppression is 
plotted in blue is clearly showing the targets. 
 

 
Figure 2: Synthetic wideband signal obtained from narrowband 
chirps containing RFI corrupted received waveform along with 

the reference signal. 
 

 
Figure 3: Synthetic wideband signal obtained from narrowband 

chirps showing effect of applying virtual filtering using   
“method 1”. 

 

 
Figure 4: Matched filtering output in virtual filter on and off 

condition. 

C. Performance analysis when multiple RFI source 
is present 
In practical situation there can be multiple interference 
sources simultaneously in work. This simulation 
demonstrates how effectively “method 1” virtual 
filtering is able to suppress several RFI in that 
scenario. 

Simulation Parameters Value 
Narrowband chirp segment bandwidth 10Mhz 
 10 μs (ℎݐ݀݅ݓ ݁ݏ݈ݑ ݀݁ݐݐ݅݉ݏ݊ܽݎݐ )  ߬

No of chirp segments 40 
No of point targets 8 

Distance between successive targets 1.5 m 
Table 2: Parameters for simulation for performance analysis 

when multiple RFI source is present. 
 
This simulation demonstrates the detectability of 
target in no RFI condition as well as when several RFI 
are present and “method 1” virtual filter is applied. 
Figure 5 shows the effect of multi-band rejection 
using “method 1” for high bandwidth chirp formed 
using 40 narrowband chirps centred at different 
frequencies.  The time and frequency domain plots of 
reference, as well as response, are been generated in 
this Figure. The -50 dB suppression gain because of 
virtual filtering can be observed. 
Figure.6 shows the SRRP output where the blue plot 
is for the normal condition with no RFI and the pink 
plot is with RFI suppression filter when the virtual 
filter is active to reject many RFI.  It can be observed 
there is hardly any notable performance difference. 
Except the flickering side lobes which have maximum 
flickering of 2 dB in this example. 
 

 
Figure 5: Synthetic High bandwidth signals obtained from 40 

narrowband chirps showing Multi-Band Rejection to suppress 
multiple RFI using “Method 1” virtual filtering. 

 
Figure 6: Target detection in normal no RFI condition & after 

applying “method 1” virtual filter. 
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III. RFI SUPPRESSION USING: STRETCHED PROCESSING BASED METHOD “ METHOD 2” 
 
This method can be described in following sequence of steps: 

a. De-chirping of received narrowband stepped chirp segments. 
b. Nulling of de-chirped individual segments corrupted with radio interference over certain tolerable 

threshold. 
c. Time domain integration of narrowband LFM segments into wideband. 
d. Transforming the results obtained from step c into frequency domain. And calibration it to range. 
e. These steps can be visualized with help of Figure.7 

 

 
Figure 7: RFI Suppression using: Stretched Processing based method. 

 
Simulation for this method been described below has 
following key parameters. 
 

 
Figure 8: De-chirped signal with and without application of 

virtual filtering through “method ”. This is output of part c in 
the steps mentioned. 

Simulation Parameters Value 
Narrowband chirp segment 

bandwidth 10 MHz 

 10 μs (ℎݐ݀݅ݓ ݁ݏ݈ݑ ݀݁ݐݐ݅݉ݏ݊ܽݎݐ )  ߬
No of segments 15 

No of point targets 8 
Distance between successive 

targets 6 m 

Table 3: Parameters for simulation of method 2. 

The virtual filter applied SRRP has been simulated 
and compared against SRRP generated from normal 
received signal without interference. Figure 9 
presents simulation results of SRRP in normal 
condition and in filter applied condition. Except for 
the distortion in side levels of range profile there is 
not much problem observed in target detection also 
the individual point target response gain was 
observed to be slightly reduced by (10 to 15) dB still 
individual targets response were found satisfactory. 
 

 
Figure 9: Plot showing the effect of application of virtual filter 

obtained on target detection using method 2. 
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RESULTS 
 
“Method 1” is based on matched filtering hence the 
implementation of it is totally different from “Method 
2”. Method 1 performance for multiple RFI source 
found to be better than method 2 as the side lobe 
levels were not much different from the ideal scenario 
with no RFI in SRRP. Method 2 ramp the target 
return which saves high bandwidth ADC cost. 
 

Methods 
Key Parameters 

Band suppression 
level Related Issues 

Method 1 40-50 dB 
Side lobe level distortion 
(at 12.5% band nulling  2 
dB maximum distortion  ) 

Method 2 
A 30-40 dB 

Side level distortion in 
range profile 5-10 dB at 

13.33% band nulling 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The data processing method to suppress RFI are easy 
to implement and as they cuts the need of additional 
hardware which can be helpful in cutting total cost of 
system. 
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